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President’s Message

I want to thank everyone who submitted work in this year’s 51st WSST
Member’s Exhibition!  Andy Evansen was our judge for the exhibition.

The Watercolor Society of South Texas or WSST has a long history of
promoting watercolor as an artistic medium since its inception in 1970.
Our roots go back even before this time, however our society was
officially formed in April 1970.

The official charter consisted of 36 SWS-Dallas Charter Members
called “The SWS Corpus Christi Chapter”. This included Ed Whetzle,
past treasurer of the SWS who served as our first president.

This year will mark our 51st Anniversary as a society!

This is the first year in our history that we have the event both online “virtually” and in-person
for those who live in the area. This will allow both our out-of-town members to enter their
works and local members to showcase their work at the Port Aransas Art Center.

We want to thank our judge, Andy Evansen, for judging this year’s exhibition. He has graciously
made a personal explanation of his decision for each of the winning watercolors.

This year will mark a distinction of new categories for the awards. This is to honor some of our
past presidents and add an “Honor of Distinction” category.

Remember, everyone who participated is a winner by just taking part and sharing their work!

Judging over 50 entries is never an easy task. I was personally so proud of the quality and
number of entries we had for the exhibition this year.

Watercolor is such a magical medium, but in all its majesty, it can be fickle and challenging.
That is why when we showcase our work, enter competitions and manage to get recognized for
our hard work, it is all worth it!

Thank you again for participating in this wonderful event.

Sincerely and Keep Painting!

Al Kline

President WSST  (2018- Present)
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Judge for 51st Anniversary WSST Members Exhibition

Andy Evansen

Andy Evansen’s interest in art started in childhood, as he
can’t recall a time when he wasn’t drawing. He began
painting watercolors in the mid 1990s as a change of pace
from his career as a medical illustrator. Choosing a ‘style’
was not difficult, as Andy was always inspired by the
watercolor paintings of British artists Trevor
Chamberlain, David Curtis, Ed Seago and Edward
Wesson, among others.

He found himself attempting to capture the landscape with
the same economy of brushstroke, taking advantage of the
luminosity of watercolors done in just a few washes. In
addition, he was impressed with the way those artists
seemed to capture everyday scenes in such a way that
revealed a hidden beauty, subjects that many would
simply pass by.

His work gained recognition after winning an
international watercolor competition through
American Artist magazine, appearing on their
cover in 2005. He’s been featured in numerous
other publications since, and has become a
sought-after workshop instructor who paints and
teaches internationally. He became a signature
member of the prestigious Plein Air Painters of
America (PAPA) in 2012 and served as their
President from 2015-2017. His paintings have
won numerous awards, including the Bronze and
High Winds Medals from the American
Watercolor Society, and he was their
demonstration artist for the 2018 Exhibition.

His love of painting on location also led to him being a featured presenter at the 2014 and 2016
Plein Air Conventions and inclusion in the 2017 Qingdao International Masters Watercolor Plein
Air Event.
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Judge’s Statement

“While judging an exhibition is never an easy task, I always enjoy
viewing the wide variety of works submitted.  Especially when it

comes to watercolor, I think many people believe it takes a back seat
to oils, but it's a very versatile medium that allows for a wide range

of personal expressions.

When I put together a show or choose awards, I try not only to
choose technically proficient paintings, but also to make sure that
variety is evident.  Congratulations to all who entered work and to

those award winners.”

Andy Evansen
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51st WSST Members Exhibition Awards List

WSST Awards Value Winner

Best of Show $400 Hiep Nguyen

First Place $300 Donald Savoie

Second Place $200 Gary Friedman

Third Place $100 Megan Bean

Honorable Mention and Awards of Distinction

Ed Whetzle Award $50 Gary Heger

Pam Stanely Award $50 Mary Lee Pratt

Pat Crenshaw Award $50 Mary Smith

Earl West Award $50 Angela Cluer

Louis Garcia  Award $50 Al Kline

Dolores Price Award $50 Glenn Cernosek
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WSST Signature Members

Definition:  WSST Signature Member Status

Those Active Members whose work has been 1) accepted into the SWS and/or 2) wins an award
or any award of distinction in any five (5) Open Membership Shows of the WSST and/or SWS
shall become WSST Signature Members and shall be entitled to display the WSST signature on
their work.  No other Members of the Society shall display the WSST signature on their work.

POINT SYSTEM: Points are gained by 1) receiving an award or any award of distinction at a
WSST Annual Members Exibition (From 2015 forward) (1 Point) and/or 2) Acceptance into the
juried SWS show (1 point) and/or 3) receiving an award or any award of distinction in the annual
SWS Members Exhibition. (1 point)

With the successful accumulation of five (5) points, a WSST member may be entitled to display
his/her WSST Signature Status.

List of Members with Signature Status

Al Kline

Margie Hildreth
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Announcement of Signature Members for 2021

Margie Hildreth*

Southwestern Watercolor Society - 56th Annual Member Exhibition - September 2019

Watercolor Society of South Texas - 49th Annual Exhibition - March 2019 - Third Place

Watercolor Society of South Texas 50th Annual Members Exhibition - August 2020 - First Place

Southwestern Watercolor Society 57th Annual Members Exhibition - September 2020

Southwestern Watercolor Society - 58th Annual Members Exhibition - September 2021

*We want to congratulate Margie Hildreth on her signature status with the WSST in 2021.
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BEST OF SHOW

Hiep Nguyen

“A Simple Life on Huong River”

Despite the tranquility of this scene, this is such a dynamic painting. The strong area of main interest is
reinforced by high contrast and the directional lines of the guide pole, structures on the side of the boat,
flying birds, waterfall and reflection all lead the viewers' eye right to it. The background jungle is
masterfully handled, reading as one large shape even with a few trees individually painted. That little bit
of sparkle bouncing around is such a nice touch as well.  Congratulations, it's a wonderful painting.
(Size 21x13.5-Price $2500)
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FIRST PLACE

Donald Savoie

“Cactus Society”

I'd love to see this painting in person, as it's a full sheet and I'm sure there's more to it than I can see on a
computer screen, but what a visual treat this is. Nice complementary color scheme adds a vibrance but
none of the colors are over-the-top saturated; a really good balance of cacti in sun and shade; the colors in
the background are mirroring the colors in the foreground very nicely; and the fact that the artist has them
leaning slightly adds more than if they had simply been vertically arranged. I love the title too, because it
does seem like they have a personality all their own. All cacti, but different sizes, shapes and colors,
living peacefully in close quarters... how nice that must be. (Size 22x30-Price $2250)
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SECOND PLACE

Gary Friedman

“Shafted”

An excellent impression of the interior of a forest, so convincing yet so loose!! Once again, despite the
peaceful subject the brushwork adds a great energy to the painting. There is no sign of timidness. The
active horizontal area of water is a nice balance to all the vertical trees, and I like how the artist bounced
those little blue bits in the water into the trees slightly, not obviously. And the kicker is those shafts of
light put in with thin opaque paint, showing the haziness of the air.  Well done. (Size 22x12-Price $675)
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THIRD PLACE

Megan Bean

“Perch”

The artist managed to pack a lot of impact into a small painting. Love the decision to 'zoom in' on the
perch's face, as that wayward glance toward us along with the natural 'frown' makes me a little
uncomfortable, like I'm being judged. There is just enough value and color transition from light to
shadow to give a convincing depiction of the fish's form and scales, and the granulating pigments in the
fish and water both give a very tactile feeling to the whole painting. An unusual subject handled very
nicely. (Size 8x10-Price $150)
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Ed Whetzle Award

Gary Heger

“Fall Afternoon at Sandy Hook”

Part of the charm of watercolor is the lovely transparency you can achieve by using just a few
washes. This painting is filled with light, because the artist got the colors and values he wanted
correct on the first attempt; no fiddling or darkening glazes. I love the simplicity of shape
throughout, and yet it's so convincing. 'Simplicity' is not the same as 'simple'... it's awfully
difficult to know what you want to say and then have the ability to say it quickly and cleanly.
From the beautiful sky wash, to the wonderful gesture of the figure, to the convincing shape of
the wave and the luminous, textured sand, this painting has it all.  Congratulations.
(Size 11x15-Price $750)
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Pam Stanely Award

Mary Lee Pratt

“@99”
This wonderful portrait just made me smile; it's obvious the artist has affection for the person portrayed.
The vibrancy of the woman belies her age (assuming she's 99?), and we're universally drawn to those who
age gracefully, with good humor and joy. I love that the pencil is visible through the washes, ala Charles
Reid, and the lost edges connect the figure to the background nicely. I don't know how you captured so
much emotion in those eyes, but I'm impressed! (Size 7x8 -Price $160)
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Pat Crenshaw Award

Mary Smith

“Outside”

A perfect title for this painting... it just feels like you're out in the elements, in a strong wind, watching
giant clouds blowing by; a wonderfully expressive painting. The clouds have great variety in edges,
defined enough to look solid yet painted with enough energy to show that they're not static. (love the
blooms by the way). At first glance the shrub in the foreground seemed like an odd choice, but the more I
considered it I realized it was important to show scale and depth and a bit of visual interest.
(Size 25x15-Price $650)
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Earl West Award

Angela Cluer

“Winter Shadows”

Love the drama in this painting, love the colors, love the confidence in execution, ... but what really stood
out to me is the fact that the artist has hard edges where that sunburst is behind the trees and it totally
works. This is someone who understands value, and yet also achieves great color in her darks. It's so easy
to get too black when trying to create that contrast. (Size 8x10 - Price $250)
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Louis Garcia Award

Al Kline

“Red Boats”
A wonderful example of the power of line work. There's a great balance of soft, organic, fluid areas of
watercolor enhanced by strong, gestural linear shapes. Not easy to achieve as too often it looks like
they're competing with each other, but here it all works so beautifully together. The energetic brushwork
in the foreground is just enough so as not to destroy a 'restful' area in the painting.
(Size 15x22-Price $950)
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Dolores Price Award

Glenn Cernosek

“Tropical Patterns”

I love it when representational paintings are actually more about good abstract design. Once again the
free, organic shapes of the plant are balanced so nicely with the linear shapes of the leaves and stems.
With the strength of color in that focal area, the decision to let that one long leaf be bright yellow made a
world of difference in the balance of the piece. It invites the viewer out from the main area of interest to
the rest of the painting. (Size 22x18-Price $675)
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"A Deserted Alley" “Palms 2”
(21X14) by Hiep Nguyen ($1800) (11x14) by Patricia Miller ($145)

"Ah . . . The Scent of Fresh Air" “Pumpkins and Christmas Trees”
(10x14) by Myra Rondolo ($275) (14x10) by Myra Rondolo ($275)
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"Amy’s Meadow" "Guadalupe River at Flood"
(16x10) by David Smith ($350) (14x10) by David Smith ($150)

"Croatian Water Taxi" "Iowa Winter Sunrise"
(11x15) by George Vaughn ($550) (11x15) by George Vaughn ($550)
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"Frosty River"
(20x12) by Gary Freidman ($675)

"Tethered"
(12x20) by Caylah Eddleblute ($300)
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"Bursting Spring" "Battenkill Morning"
(11x15) by Betsy Kleese ($325) (11x15) by Betsy Kleese ($325)

"Hunters Rock" "Sea Watch"
(16x20) by Donald Savoie ($1055) (8.5x11) by Doug Gardiner ($150)
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"Desert Shrubs" "Willow City Springs"
(12x16) by Margie Hildreth ($1800) (12x16) by Margie Hildreth ($1800)

"Gondolas on the Grand Canal, Venice" "Venice Canal"
(11x14) by Neva Rossi ($465) (14x11) by Neva Rossi ($465)
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"Festival"
(12x8) by Mary Smith ($200)

"Island House"
(11x15) by Maria Wohlschlegal ($425)
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"Old Barn"
(11x15) by Maria Wohlschlegal ($425)

"Laguna Madre Isla"
Watercolor and wood block print
(18.5 x 30.75) - Framed  ($450)
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"Wild Nasturtiums" "White Rose"
(16x19) By Sandy Reese ($450) (16x17) by Sandy Reese ($450)

"Migration (White Ibis)" Migration 2 (Whooping Cranes)
(14x21) by Catherine Cox ($550) (14x21) by Catherine Cox ($550)
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"Dog in Snow"  A Portrait “Brothers”
(10.5 x 8.25) by Al Kline ($350) (9x12) by Andrea Carnick ($400)

"Breezy Day" "Storm Threatening"
(15x11) by Roberta Dohse ($300) (15x11) by Roberta Dohse ($300)
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"Ashbridge’s Bay, Toronto"
(8x6) by Angela Cluer ($125)

"Wooly Bugger Morning"
(11x15) by Gary Heger ($750)
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"Morning Shadows" "Ready for Home"
(20x20) by Cherry Morrill ($750) (11x15) by Cherry Morrill ($375)

"Catch of the Day" "Devils River Bluestars"
(6x8) by Mary Lee Pratt ($165) (8x10) by Megan Bean ($150)
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“Red Cabbage and Bok Choy”
(15×22) by Cheryle Chapline ($1200)

"Orquideas Precioso"
(28x39) by Judith DeShong Hall ($1050)
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“Jackpot!”
(12x16) by Jeffrey McDaniel ($350)

“Cool Cat’’
(24x28) by Jeffrey McDaniel ($850)
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51st WSST Members Exhibition Winners

BEST OF SHOW

Hiep Nguyen

“A Simple Life on Huong River”
(Size 21x13.5-Price $2500)
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FIRST PLACE

Donald Savoie

“Cactus Society”
(Size 22x30-Price $2250)
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SECOND PLACE

Gary Friedman

“Shafted”
(Size 22x12-Price $675)
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THIRD PLACE

Megan Bean

“Perch”
(Size 8x10-Price $150)
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Ed Whetzle Award

Gary Heger

“Fall Afternoon at Sandy Hook”
(Size 11x15-Price $750)
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Pam Stanely Award

Mary Lee Pratt

“@99”
(Size 7x8 -Price $160)
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Pat Crenshaw Award

Mary Smith

“Outside”
(Size 25x15-Price $650)
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Earl West Award

Angela Cluer

“Winter Shadows”
(Size 8x10 - Price $250)
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Louis Garcia Award

Al Kline

“Red Boats”
(Size 15x22-Price $950)
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Dolores Price Award

Glenn Cernosek

“Tropical Patterns”
(Size 22x18-Price $675)
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